
GAME FOR 
YOUR LIFE

GAMING AT THE EDGES



Gaming has been mutating and evolving for the last 

40 years, breaking out of pixels and super-market aisles to 

touch everything we do. This gamification of culture has led 

to our lives becoming one big interconnected phygital game, 

powered by likes, keystrokes and digital identities making 

real impact in the real world.

We’ll see how at the edges of ‘gaming’ the Metaverse 

is unfolding before our eyes, creating Player to Player 

economies, Digital Garments and Direct to Avatar 

consumption. Our next jobs, relationships and lives may be 

driven by an immersive game engine.

For the Next Generation, gaming is a tool to be used both 

psychologically and physically. The gamers of today will 

become the builders of tomorrow, with CVs full of gametime 

and killstreaks earned, strategically educated through 

Roblox and Minecraft to understand human behaviour. 

And while some sense of ‘true identity’ is threatened as we 

transform into digital forms, the emphasis for future gamers 

and developers alike is creating a fairer and more diverse 

digital world than ever before.

Now, it’s time to ‘Game for your Life’.

Press Start to Begin.

Introduction

ONLY 24%
of game developers are 

women, and

ONLY 2%
identify as Black

International Game 
Developers Association 

THE GAMING 
INDUSTRY IS WORTH 

MORE THAN THE 
FILM AND MUSIC 

INDUSTRIES 
COMBINED AT OVER 

$300 BILLION
Accenture 2021

VIDEO GAME
“an electronic game in which 
players control images on a 

video screen”

“Digi-sapiens...comprise around 3.5 billion individuals globally, with more than 55% of the total spending power. They are made up of Gen Zs and young millennials, who have grown up blurring reality and fantasy, with the virtual world becoming their second home. They are trendsetters, trend chasers, and early adopters of any technology that upgrades and frees up their existence.”

92%
of 16- to 24-year-olds, said 

they played games on an 

electronic device

50%
of all gamers agreed that 

gaming helped them get 

through lockdown. 

67%
of parents play video games 

with their children at least 

once a week

Ofcom 2021

Entertainment Software Association

Kerry Murphy - Founder of The Fabricant

Game For Your Life



As the Metaverse grows digital real estate comes 
into play. The major players are Decentraland and 
CryptoVoxels, allowing users to buy land that they 
can build on. These ‘plot’s’ are selling for millions 
of dollars, and as we saw in the recent Sotheby’s 
auction in Decentraland, this will become an 
exciting space brands to exist.

ENTER THE 
METAVERSE

EPIC GAMES

LUXURY SKINS

SELF SOVEREIGN 
IDENTITIES

MARKETING IN 
THE METAVERSE

VIRTUAL ECONOMIES ARE 
ESSENTIAL TO THE METAVERSE

Player to Player economies 
will flourish within the Metaverse, 
bypassing middlemen so 
players can buy and sell digital 
goods directly from each other, 
made possible by NFTs 
(Non Fungible Tokens).

Similar to secondary markets 
like depop or Ebay, or made and 
crafted by players like on Etsy, 
in Game For Your Life you could 
make your livelihood in gaming.

THE DEMATERIALISED

Enter fashion in the Metaverse, 
this expression of identity goes 
far beyond buyable Fortnite 
skins to luxury garments by your 
favourite designers. Creating 
garments worn in-games, at 
virtual events and even on 
Instagram. The Dematerialised 
is a leader in this space, creating 
an ‘experimental marketplace 
for digital fashion’.

This ‘Self Sovereign 
Identity’ can be used to 
create pseudo identities 
with accountability in 
digital worlds.

CRUCIBLE

Crucible is a company creating 
a “Passport to the Open 
Metaverse...your friends, digital 
property, social media and 
personal accounts at your 
fingertips wherever you go.”

“METAVERSE” - A MERGING OF META; 
(GREEK FOR “BEYOND”) AND “UNIVERSE”

The Metaverse represents the next shift in 
humanity as a networked social species, 
it’s a persistent, massive virtual realm that 
creates an always-on digital experience. It 
allows our social behaviours to transcend 
the physical world into the digital world, to 
create relationships and economies, with the 
promise to be anything and anywhere you 
want to be. It’s the end game of the Game for 
your Life.

What will the Metaverse be? Matthew Ball, 
a thought leader in the space outlines some 
consistent features:

Persistent, synchronous and live, massively 
scalable, have a virtual economy, be phygital, 
interoperable and user content driven.

One of the leaders in the space, Epic Games, has 
the most ambitious and expansive visions for the 
Metaverse, powered by their Unreal game engine.

Key to this position are releases like MetaHuman, and as we 
saw in recent Fortnite gigs and events, attempts to create 
shared mass digital experiences.

The Travis Scott gig used ‘sharding’ to host players, each 
server with a maximum of 100 people on. However the next 
ambition is bringing this to millions of people on shared 
servers, creating true Metaverse potential.

For brands and businesses to have ‘skin in the 
game’ they can’t just hijack Metaverse culture 
but have to invest, incubate and innovate it.

At this stage we’ll see brands make plays for novel ideas, 
sponsored worlds, NFTs and collectibles. Stella Artois 
recently ‘teamed’ up with ZedRun, a digital horse-racing 
game to create a day at the races. The next stage will be 
brands looking for use cases that blend marketing with 
utility for users in the Metaverse.

What we’re seeing - Enter the Metaverse

PLAYER TO 
PLAYER 
ECONOMIES

DIGITAL REAL
ESTATE

Game For Your Life



The image of the 
gamer is changing, 
and a new set of skills 
is coming with it.

In Game For Your 
Life, the act of playing 
games is becoming an 
economically viable job. 
Seeing positive character 
traits like cognitive speed, 
game theory, strategy 
and teamwork identified 
across multiple industries.

Play to Earn is a space really defining Game 
for your Life, especially in lower-income 
countries, allowing players to earn crypto 
and cash out for their local currency.

Game For Your Life

THE GREAT
ONLINE GAME

TECHCEUTICALS

The Great Game is an idea outlined in a recent Not 
Boring article by Packy McCormick, played across 
digital realms, with interactions and investment a way to 
unlock opportunities in real life.

The growing field of techceuticals (technology x 
pharmaceuticals) and ‘prescription gaming’ shows 
how Game For Your Life can literally improve it. From 
reducing ADHD & PTSD to fighting dementia. The edges 
of gaming and medicine are blurring.

The expansion of Open Game Worlds is something 
that takes teams of developers years to craft, but 
with the development of AI as creator we’ll see huge 
maps and worlds built with ease.

Chaos Box, built by RTC.ai, is also developing
Non-playable characters who can make their 
own decisions, adjusting to situations to player 
gameplay in real time.

EndeavorRX is the first ever prescription-strength 
video game approved by the FDA, and proven 
to reduce ADHD in 1 in 3 children after only 25 
minutes a day.

GAME CHANGER
PLAY TO EARN

CONNECTION
NOT FOUNDVR ARCADES

THE 
GAMERS CV

EndeavorRX by Akili Interactive

AXIE INFINITY

Games like Axie Infinity, a Pokemon x Crypto Kitties 
style game where you collect, battle and sell NFTs 
has created hundreds of dollars for families in 
countries like the Philippines during Covid-19.

The rise of E-sports and 
an extremely online media 
landscape for young people 
has created a growing 
disconnection between the 
lives of parents and children.

E-sports Family is a service which 
texts parents on how to engage 
with their kids, make conversation 
and protect them online.

The CEO of Unity predicts ‘AR-VR headsets will be as 
common as game consoles by 2030’, but until that date 
we’re seeing VR arcades set up so you can play in an 
immersive experience, fighting your way through 45 
minute games to ‘game for your life’.

What we’re seeing - Playing it out

AI AS CREATOR

“THE GREAT ONLINE GAME IS PLAYED 
CONCURRENTLY BY BILLIONS OF PEOPLE, 
ONLINE, AS THEMSELVES, WITH REAL-WORLD 
CONSEQUENCES. YOUR FINANCIAL AND 
PSYCHOLOGICAL WELLBEING IS AT STAKE, BUT 
THE DOWNSIDE IS LIMITED. THE UPSIDE, ON THE 
OTHER HAND, IS INFINITE”

THE BLACK GIRL GAMERS

In Game for your Life, it’s important we rebalance 
the lack of visibility on diverse characters, 
developers and gamers in the space.

The Change The Game Design Challenge is Google Play’s 
initiative to build a more inclusive future through gaming 
and education.

Black Girl Gamers is a 7k+ global community based out of 
the UK, heightening Black Women’s voices in gaming. BGG 
stream on Twitch as a team so there are multiple female 
black voices powering the channel.

CHANGE 
THE GAME



→ INSTAGRAM

→ CREATIVE BRIEF

→ WEBSITE

HERE BE 
DRAGONS

ARE YOU READY 
FOR CHANGE?

WHAT WE DO 3 BILLBOARDS

BLACK FRIDAY
STORE

RIDE & RAVE

HELPLINE
IN LIGHTS

DIFFERENT IN 
THE DARK

WE ARE A LONDON-BASED, 
GLOBALLY CONNECTED CREATIVE 
COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY.

IN A WORLD OF CONSTANT CHANGE, 
WE BELIEVE EARNED MEDIA IS THE 
MOST POWERFUL & RESILIENT 
CHANNEL TO TELL OUR CLIENT’S 
BRAND STORIES. HOW WE GET THERE 
IS DOWN TO THE BEAUTY OF THE 
COURSE WE CHART TOGETHER.

OUR AGENCY & STUDIO

→ PR & PRESS OFFICE
→ BRAND STRATEGY
→ SOCIAL MEDIA
→ DIGITAL PR & SEO
→ EXPERIENTIAL & MEDIA
→ TAILWINDS & FORESIGHT
→ CREATIVE CAMPAIGNS
→ DIGITAL & BRAND DESIGN
→ CONTENT PRODUCTION

giffgaff
We hijacked Black Friday by creating a pop-up 
shop in Seven Dials, Covent Garden, with a big 
difference. Nothing was for sale.

BEAVERTOWN BREWERY
Over the bank holiday weekend Beavertown launched 
the first ever travelling music festival, ‘Ride & Rave’, 
headlined by Dom Whiting to bring epic tunes and 
summer vibes to parks across London. The activity 
received coverage across national and consumer 
lifestyle titles as well  as social media’

JUSTICE4GRENFELL
Our approach, developed in partnership with 
BBH, was simple: to hijack the media attention 
being given to this film by creating our own Three 
Billboards Outside Grenfell Tower, London. We 
strategically mapped PR to create the most impact 
with news outlets throughout the day generating 
6.5 billion impressions. 

KOPPARBERG
To launch KOPPARBERG Dark Fruit Spiced Rum, 
London rapper and creative, Kojey Radical, created 
a limited-edition line of t-shirts inspired by the new 
drink. Available on Everpress, t-shirt profits went 
directly to the Music Venue Trust. Featured on 
LADBible, Guap and Metro.

REFUGE
On International Women’s Day, Refuge launched 
their National Domestic Abuse Helpline campaign 
in Piccadilly Lights - with the support of high-profile 
women like Olivia Coleman and Lorraine Kelly, who 
changed their Twitter handles to the helpline number 
to generate awareness.

SEE MORE AT:

HERE BE DRAGONS

About Us



FIND OUT MORE AT
WWW.HEREBEDRAGONS.CO


